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STEAJ5 RO/J) TESTS V/ITH RAILWAY TEST CAR 17
rOR THE YEAR 1907-1908.
This thesis deals v/ith the work done during the school year
1907-8, with dynamome-^.er car No. 17, owned jointly "by the Railway
Engineering Department of the University of Illinois and the
Illinois Central Railroad.
Purpo se.
The aim of this thesis is three fold; (1) to describe the
car and the apparatus it contains; (2) to calibrate the recording
apparatus; (3) to make such tests as time will permit. A tahle of
contents is provided, giving location of suhjects treated in this
thesis.
De gcription
.
The Car .
Dynamometer car No. 17 was "built in 1900, "by the Illinois
Central Railroad and equipped hy the University of Illinois. It
v/as operated with this equipment until 1907, when the car was
dismantled and rehuilt. The recording apparatus in the car was
discarded and an entirely new recording equipment was substituted.
The general design of the car and the design of the recording
instruments were carried thru hy Mr. F. ¥. Warquis, under the
,
UliJC
'
direction of Mr. E. C. Schmidt, Associate Professor of Railway
Engineering, at the University,
The general appearance of the car is indicated "by the photo-
graph, shown in Fig. 1. The general dimensions and the other data
relating to the construction of the car, are given in Tahle 1,
which follows.
TABLE I.
Dimensions of Dynamometer Car IJo* 17 .
Car Body .
Length over Car Lines — = = = = . 44*-6 l/s"
Length over Cover Posts 40*-0"
Height from Rail to Cupala ^--^ 14 '-10"
Height from Rail to Roof 12»-0"
Width of Car Body — 9'-l s/s"
Width over Ohservation Windows — 10 » -5 5/8"
Trucks.
Type = 4 ViTheel passenger
Distance "between wheel centers — 6*-6"
Distance l^etween trunk centers = 29*-4"
Journals 4 l/2" x 8"
Diameter '^Theels — 33"
The particular departures from standard construction, which
adapt the car to dynamometer work, are changes in the under
of
framing^the car, modification of one of the drav; hars^and the
use of ohservation windows. In order to strengthen the car to
withstand the heavy draw-bar pulls to which it is subjected, two
steel channels have been put on under the tvfo center sills. The
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draw-Tbar, which is attached to the hydraulic cylinder, that consti-
tutes the dynamometer, differs from the otdinary draw-har in
"being swiveled and in "being guided "by roller s^which serve to reduce
the friction due to the side pull on curves. An o"bservation
window projects out eight inches on each side of the aar, to aid
the mile-post ohserver in locating mile-post, station and rail-
road crossings.
The special equipment, installed in the car, comprises the
following: auxiliary driving trucks, hydraulic cylinder, recording
apparatus, electric axle light outfit, work "bench, lavatory and
"berths. The location of these various articles and the general
interior arrangement of the car are shovm in Figures 2 and 3,
the former "being a plan view and the latter a diagrajmtic section.
As will "be seen in Fig. 2, the interior arrangement comprises
three sections, the sleeping compartment, locker section and the
operating compartment. In the latter are located the work "bench,
storage "battery, regulator for axle light, o"bservation windows
and all the recording apparatus.
Axle Lighting System.
The car is supplied with electric power, which is employed
for general lighting and for operating the recording chart. All
parts of the car are illuminated hy electricity and oil lamps are
provided for emergency. This pov/er is derived from an electric
axle lighting equipment which is installed on the car. The
apparatus used is known as the "Bliss System", manufactured
"by the Bliss Electric Car Lighting Co. and is of particular
interest as it is clearly related to the recording mechanism.
It consists of four essential parts: generator, "hucker".
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automatic switch and storage "battery. The generator is carried
on one of the trucks and is drivin from one of the axles "by a
"belt. The purpose of the "hucker" is to provide automatic regu-
i
lation of the voltage impressed on the receiving system, in sp^te
of wide variations in speed* The automatic switch furnishes a
connection between the generator and the receiving system, auto-
matically opening and closing the the circuit, when the car
attains or drops "below normal operating speed. The storage "battery
provides reserve power, wrhen the car is at a standstill or is -
running helow the operating speed of the generator. The connect-
ions "between these various elements are shown in Pig. 4.
The ""bucker" consists of two armatures mounted on the same
shaft and enclosed in a common casing. One of these armatures
together with the corresponding field, constitutes a shunt motor,
which is connected across the terminals of the generator, and
operates when the generator is in action. These connections are
not shown, for the sake of simplifying the figure. The other
armature carries two independent windings and two commuiators,
which constitute practically two independent d^mamos. One winding
is connected in series with the generator field and the other in
series with the receiving circuit. As the speed of the car
increases, the motor drives the "hucker" generator, developing in
one winding an electromotive force which opposes the flow of the
current in the field of the main generator and in the other wind-
ing an electromotive force that opposes the current in the main
circuit, with the result ^ that in spite of increasing speed, the
resulting voltage impressed on the receiving circuit is maintained
at a constant value.
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Recording Apparatusj*
General *
The purpose of the car is to provide means of measuring such
quantities as enter into the determination of train resistance
and to ohtain a continuous graphical record of the instantaneous
values of those quantities and other data "bearing on train resist-
ance calculations. In addition to the ahove, facilities are
provided to assist in th«e making of locomotive road tests.
The various quantities and items of data, of which a record
is made on a graphical chart, are as follows:
Draw Ear Pull.
Speed.
Draw-har Horse Power.
Wind Velocity.
Wind Direction.
Time (5 second intervals).
Air Brake Applications.
Mile posts, stations and other position data.
C
Throttle position
Reverse lever position
Steam pre ssure
Extra single offset magnets for recording time of taking indicator
cards and other data that is desired. To facilitate the work of
calculation from the charts, an integrator, giving the area "below
the draw-har pull curve is added. All of the ahove data is
recorded An a single chart, which travels across the face of the
recording tahle. In addition to the recording equipment noted
Cah readings *
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alDOve, there are installed recording ga3iges for train line air
pressure and steam pressure, and two indicating gauges connected
to the 4<i)l piping system. These gauges are all grouped together,
on one of the walls of the car, close to the recording tahle.
The recording apparatus is self contained, all recording
devices "being attached to the tahle, or mounted on the heavy iron
slah, which serves to support the tahle. The whole is enclosed
iTa a glass case, to protect the instruments from dust and grit.
The tahle consists of a heavy rigid iron frame, to which is firmly
attached the maple top, Upon the tahle, (see Fig. 7) are located
all recording and "base line pens, the various magnets (M) , the
draw-"bar pull indicators (P) , the air "brake indicator (A), the
horse power recorder (H) , and the integrator (I). The table frame
provides "bearings for the paper rolls; and upon the iron hase,
rest$ the two speed recorders (S) and the paper driving mechanism
(B). (See Fig. 8)
Several points in the arrangement of this apparatus deserve
particular mention. All recording pens move at right angles to
the
the direction of paper travel, therehy doing away with^ inconvenience
of using templets in the location of corresponding points on the
chart. The moving pens are mounted on aluminun tu'bes, which
reduces the effects of inertia. All records are made on a common
"base, avoiding the confusion, that arises when records are made
on different "bases. All devices are ultifnately fixed to the iron
"base, thjjs avoiding the posi"bility of relative motion between the
parts.
The paper can he driven either proportionally to time, "by a
the-
motor, or proportionally to distance, from auxiliary truck axle.
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"Flg* 8 shows tlie electric motor, employed for driving the paper
on a time TDase. Power is supplied to the motor from storage
"batteries, insuring a nonsT'arying speed. The motor drires a worm
and gear, from which the driving force is brought to act on the
upper jaw of the clutch (C) , on the vertical shaft (s). (See Fig. 5)
Power is transmitted from the driving sixle to the vertical shaft
which extends upward from the fftoor and terminates in a pinion.
The latter forms part of the ratchet device, which serves to
maintain the same direction of Ko±ation on the horizontal shaft
(H)
,
despite changes of direction in the movement of the car.
The shaft (H) ultimately drives the lower jaw of clutch (C). By
throwing the lever (K) , the clutch (C) can he made to engage either
the upper or lower jaw, thereby driving the shaft (M) from either
motor or axle. The shaft (M) operates the driving mechanism of
the paper drive, thru a set of gears, controlled from the lever (L)
.
By shifting the lever (L) , three rates of paper travel can he
obtained. Table 3 gives the various rates of paper travel obtain-
ed.
Table 3.
Rate of Pager Travel.
Low
Gear Ratio
Intermediate High
Motor Drive
Inches per Min. 3 3/4 15 60
Axle Drive
Inches per 100 ft
of Car Travel
1/I6 1/4 1
All the bearings of the recording apparatus are lubricated
either by an automatic sight feed oil system or by grease cups.
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Draw-Bar Pull Equipment .
The draw-"bar pull is measured "by measuring the pressure of
the oil in the draw-tar cylinder. The dravz-har is attached to a
piston which travels in a cylinder that is "bolted to the under-
frame of the car. The cylinder is filled with oil so that when a
pull is exerted on the draw-har, the piston puts a pressure on the
oil. This pressure is recorded "by means of the recording indicator
connected to the hydraulic cylinder. It is evident that with the
car placed immediately following the locomotive, the tractive
effort of the locomotive will he hrought to "bear on the piston,
resulting in a compression of the oil to a pressure sufficient to
halance the resisting pulls of the train. The connection hetween
the draw-bar and the piston of the oil cylinder is shown in ?ig.lO.
The various accessories and the arrangement of the oil piping
system is indicated in Fig. 12.
In order to avoid the difficulties attending the use of a
stuffing hox, the particular form of the cylinder construction
shown, was adopted. One end of the cylinder, - that nearer the
draw-har - v/as huilt solid. Guides are provided on the upper and
lower sides of the culinder casting, to carry a ycKe, which forms
the means of attachment "between the draw-har and the piston.
The farther end of the cylinder is practically open to the air,
as only a thin shield closes this end, to prevent the accumulation
of grit in the cylinder. Fig. 1| shows the construction of the
cylinder*
Oil is supplied to the cylinder from the supply tank, hy one
of two methods. That most ordinarily used is "by the hand pump
shown in thefigure, which pumps the oil direct into the cylinder
_==_^
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and piping system. The other method is that of using compressed
air, taken from the aujxiliary reservoir of the car. The system
of piping enahles the operator to move the oil hetween the various
tanlce and cylinder "by means of compressed air. A drip tank, placed
under the car and helow the cylinder, receives such oil as may
escape hetv/een the piston and cylinder v;alls. When the tanE is
filled, compressed air is applied and the oil is forced to the
return tank, placed on the roof of the car. The oil flows from
the tank "by gravity thru a strainer into the supply tank. The
cylinder pressure, is transmitted hy piping to the recording
indicators and the indicating gauges.
The position of the recording indicators on the recording
tahle is shown in Fig. 6. Two indicators are provided - one for
the draw-"bar pull proper and the other for controlling one arm of
the horse power recorder. Both are alike in design and operation.
They were "built "by the Cros^by Steam Gauge and Valve Co. and are
similar in design, to the outside spring steam engine indicator
sold "by this firm, hut larger in proportion. Each indicator is
provided with two springs, - one 300 Ih. and the other 500 Ih. -
and three sets of pistons and husKings. The pistons have respect-
ively areas of l/2, 1 and 1 l/2 square inches. By varying the
arrangement of pistons and springs, six comhinations are possible,
giving six ranges of draw-har pull for a given range of pen travel.
Tahle 4, given "below, indicates the ranges of draw-har pull that
are o'btaina'ble.
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TalDle 4.
praw Bar Pull Indicators.
Size Pistoii.
I1/2 Sq.In.
Piston
1 Sq.In.
Piston
1/2 Sq.In.
Piston
500 113.
Spring.
16000 24000 48000
500 ITd.
Spring
26600 40000 80000
Inttsgrator *
Most processes involving draw-liar pull calculations, require
the integration of the area "below the draw-T^ar pull curve. To
assist in the process of working up the charts, an integrator, is
provided which records the completion of a unit of area "by making
an offset in a record line. Pig. 13 illustrates the construction
of the integrator devised for this purpose. It consists of an arm
(A) which carries at one end a wheel (VO that is free to turn on
Its axis. The motion of the wheel is constrained "by the fixed
support (S) so that the movement ,of the extremity of the arm (A)
in the direction indicated hy the arrows, will cause the wheel to
turn ahout a vertical axis at right angles to the plane of the
paper. The end E of the arm A is attached to the draw-"bar pull
recorder, and moves in the direction indicated, proportionately to
the draw-har pull. The wheel is set so that for zero draw-har pul3
it is at right angles with the direction of the paper trave!^ and
thi;s does not revolve even if the paper travels.
An analysis of the relation hetween the circumferential
travel of the wheel rim and the movem_ent of the draw-l3ar ijull arm
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shows the relation, expressed 'by the equation
A R L
where
A = Area under draw-lDar pull curre.
R = Circumference of wheel.
L = Length of arm A.
Hence, the angular travel of the wheel is directly proportional
to the area under the pull curve. With the proportions given the
wheel and arm, one revolution of the wheel corresponds to 40
square inches. The "body of the wheel is "built of steel, in the
side of which are set eight equally spaced contact points, insul-
ated "by fiher. At every eighth of a revolution, one of these
points makes contact with the hrush and closes the electric
circuit, which operates the recording pen magnet. Thus an offset
is made in the record line every time a contact point of the
wheel passes the "brush. Each offset represents five square inches
of area, under the draw-*bar pull curve.
Auxiliary Trucks .
The car carries an auxiliary truck, to operate the speed
recorders and drive the chart on a distance "base. The general
construction of this truck is evident from the photograph in Fig.
3
The truck is located near the center of the car and is rigidly
attached to the car "body. These wheels are 24 7/l6 inches in
diameter and have a flat face. In order to avoid the wear, to
which the wheels wodld he su"bjected, when not making tests, pro-
vision is made for raising them from the rails when not in use.
This is done hy means of screws, operated from the interior of the
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car. To the axle of the aiixiliary truck is attached the pinion
of a "bevel gear» This drives a second hevel gear, properly en-
cased for protection from dirt and grit, which in turn transmits
the motion to a vertical shaft extending thru the floor of the
car. The gearcase is suspended l>y a jointed rod, from the floor
of the car and a pair of universal joints are placed in the vertic
al shaft to give it flexibility.
Speed Recorder *
The two speed recorders
,
sho\7n at (S) in Pig. 8, operate
on the same principle as the ordinary fly-hall governor. One of
them operates the speed recording pen, the other the speed lever
of the horse-power recorder. Both are driven from the auxiliary
truck, previously described, thru a "beTel gear train. Changes in
speed produce corresponding changes in the centrifugal forces
acting on the halls aa (!Pig. 14). This moves sleeve h, whose
dovmward motion is opposed hy the spring c. This movement of
sleeve "b is transmitted thru the cam d to a roller on the vertical
rod e. This vertical rod transjnits the motion of the recording
pen rod thru an endless steel tape. The theory of the instrument
is briefly as follov/s:
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FlG u re: b
figure: a
^ = initial angle
e = increase of angle.
P = pull of spring C.
5" = centrifugal force of T3all.
K = scale of spring.
P = F cot ( e+ B) (1)
From force triangle (Pig. B) P = F cor (e+zs)
P= k[21 COS/3 - z)cos(G+y9)]
substituting these values of P and J in (1)
iDUt
and
0)
(a)
(3)
COS /3 - Cos ie + c3)
coi-(e+«)tni-ai sin(e+^ )
Prom (3) F is seen to vary as the square of the speed while P,
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(and with it the pen travel ) , varied iDotli with P and the angle
(© +B). If no correction were applied, equal increments of speed
would not give equal increments of pen travel. This correction
is necessary "because of the horse-power recorder. This valuation
could "be allowed for in the speed record "by means of a calibration
curve, "but in the horse-power recorder this method cannot "oe appli-
ed, "because each speed value may "be com"bined with an infinite
niam"ber of draw-"bar pull values. This correction is applied "by
means of can d. The slot in the cam was laid out hy experiment.
A prick point v;as first inserted in place of the cam roller.
The recorder was then run at a num'ber of knovm speeds, throughout
the desired range of the cam. The points were located hy setting
position
the rod e at the desired^ for the given speed and then tapping 9£
the "blank cam plate against the prick point.
Time Pen.
The magnet, which operates the time pen, is sho?m in Pig. IS.
Lever A, which moves the pen rod, is held against the cam wheel B
"by a spring. When the circuit thru the coil is closed at the end
of every five secondsjthe magnet draws lever C down, thus moving
the cam wheel forward one notch of the attached ratchet wheel.
There are twelve times as many teeth in the ratchet wheel as the
nura"ber of cams, so that after every twelve progressive offsets,
the recording pen drops "back to zero and starts the operation over
again* This gives a large offset in the time line at the end of
every minute, which facilitates the work of calculation on the
chart.
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Mile Post Record*
The mile post pen is operated "by a simple magnet connected
to the pen rod. The circuit thru the magnet is closed hy means
of a push hutton whenever a mile post or station is passed. The
number of mile posts and names of stations are noted on the chart
to aid in calculating the results.
Draw - Bar Horse Power Recorder .
The horse-power recording instrument is a device for auto-
matically multiplying the draw-har pull and speed, thus giving a
continuous record of the horse-power heing delivered at the test
car draw-*bar. Lever G (?ig. 16) is connected to a rod operated
"by one of the speed recorders and moves lever D E distances
proportional to the changes in speed. Lever H is connected to
one of the draw-har pull indicators and moves DA distances propor-
tional to draw-"bar pull (C is free to slide along EA.) The theory
of the instrument is as follows:
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BA
ED
DA
and
CB BA X ED
DA
But DA is a constant and BA and ED are proportional to the draw-
Tsar pull and speed, respectively. Therefore CBjto a certain
scale^will represent the H. P» at the drav/-"bar at the given instant
The moTrement of C is carried to the recording pen thru lever I*.
Brake Cylinder Pressure Recorder .
A recording indicator is connected to the "brake cylinder of
the test car so that a continuous record of brake cylinder air
pressure is ohtained on the chart. This record is of value more
"because of the fact that it shov/s the exact time during which the
"brakes are applied, than "because of any quantitative results it
may gire.
Wind Telocity and Direction .
The relative velocity and direction of the wind^with respect
to the car, are measured "by a standard U. S« Weather Bureau
anemaiTieter and wind vane, so modified as to record this data on
the chart. These instruments may "be seen in Fig. 1. The anema-
meter is so arranged thafc it closes the electric current thru a
magnet, every time one fifth of a mile of wind passes the car.
This magnet operated a recording pen, which thus gives an offset
in its line for every one fifth of a mile of wind that passes the
car. The wind vane operates a vertical rod which extends down to
the recording ta"ble. At the end of this rod is the crank which

figure: 16. HORSEI-POWEIR RECORDER.
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drives the recording pen. This crank points in the same direction
as the wind vane, so that the distance of the recording pen from
ijbs datum line, at any instant, represents the sine of the angle,
which the wind direction makes with the axis of the car.
This record alone would not determine the end of the car
toward which the vane is pointing. To do this, a contact cam is
so attached to the vane rod that it closes the circuit thru a
single offset magnet, connected to the wind direction datum line
pen whenever the vane points toward the end of the car at which
is
the dynamometer cylinder is located. This magnet^ in series with
the time magnet, so that offsets are made in this datum line every
five seconds,when the wind is blowing from the front of the car.
Engine Data*
Provision is also made for recording "boiler pressure,
reverse lever and throttle positions on the cliart^when the car is
heing used in connection with a locainotive test. The recording
pen for each of these records is operated "by a multiple offset
magnet similar to that used in the time pen. Each of these magnet
is operated "by a coiomutator (Fig. 15) which has as many contacts
A as there are offsets on each cam. Thus, since the coiotnutator
handle cannot "be turned backv/ards, each contact point always rep-
resents a certain definite position of the recording pen. When
in use, the comunutators are located in the cab of the locamotive
and are connected to the magnets thru a cable. Each contact point
is taken to represent a certain gage or lever position. In this
way the operator in the cab can record this data on the chart by
keeping the various coromutator handles in their proper position.
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Two extra single offset magnets ire also provided to record such
data as the time of taking indicator cards.
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II. Cal ibrat io ns
*
The calilDrations described v;ere made by the v/riters and formed
an Important part of the thesis work. The original data for t::ese
calibrations may be found in the "Railwaj'- Test" files at the
Railroad En,eineering office of the University.
Draw-Bar Pull Indicato_:_ and Gage.
The draw-bar pull indicator and gage were calibrated simulta-
neously by means of a Crosby Balance Gage Tester, connected to the
oil piping system. In this way, pressure was put on the indicator,
gage and tester at the same time by means of the oil pump. The
pressure was measured by a weighing lever on the tester. The
pressure was first brought to zero and the draw-bar pull base line
pen|set to coincide with the sero line of the recording pen. The
pressure v;as then increased by 25 pound increments up to the limit
of pen travel and then decreased to zero again by the same
increments. At each pressure, the chart v:as moved a short distance
giving a record of the corresponding pen travel. Readings of the
dravr-bar pull gage were also taken at each pre ssure_, thus obtaining
data for its calibration. The pen travels were measured and
tabulated. The total draw-bar pull corresponding to each ordinate
was computed by multiplying the pressure per square inch by the
area of the dravr-bar pull piston.
A curve was then plotted between draw-bar pulls, as ordinateij
and pen travle as obscissae.
This calibration was repeated for the two springs to be used
with the indicator, using the one square inch indicator piston in
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"both cases.
Similar curves were plotted for the one-half square inch
and one and one-half square inch piston. The drav;-"bar pulls in
these cases were calculated "by proportion from those olDtained
with the one square inch piston.
Check readings v/ere taken with the Croshy tester during
actual train resistance tests. These values correspond very close
ly with the calihration curves.
Speed Recorder .
The speed recorder was calibrated from tha chart. Sections
of the chart v/ere selected where the speed curve was a straight
line, that is when the speed was constant or had a constant accel-
eration. The mean ordinate of the speed curve was determined fcr
each section. The length of each section was measured on the chart
and the length in miles calculated from the scale in paper travel,
which is 15.23 inches per mile. The time necessary to cover each
section was obtained from the time record, and the speed in miles
per hour calculated from this and the knovm length of the sections
A curve was then drawn using pen travel for abscissae and speeds
for ordinates. All values lie on or near a continuous curve,
showing that the recorder is reliable in its action. The calibra-
tion curve and the data used in obtaining it are given on the
following pages.
Horse - Pov/er Recorder.
The horse-power recorder v;as calibrated from the speed and
draw-bar pull records. Points v;ere selected where the speed and
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draw-"bar pull were fairly constant. Tlie actual speed and draw-bar
pull, at the points, were determined from the cali"bration curve
for these records. The actual horse-pov/er in each case was then
calculated from the following formula.
Horse-pov/er = (Speed in feet per min) x (Pull in pounds)
33000
= 5280 X M. P. E. X ,(pjra}-7-T3_ar pull)
60 X 33000
= .00266 X M. P. H. X (Drav;-har pull)
The aottta.1 calihration curve v/as plotted "between actual
horse-pov;ers, qs ordinate*, and corresponding pen travels, as
ahscissae. The points located in this way do not lie on a curve
showing that this recorder is unreliable in its present condition.
Further adjustments will have to he made before the records of
this instrument can be used. The calibration curve and data are
given on the following pages.
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« ICahbration Data for Draw-Bar Indicator Z
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^5"
. 4a • 48 v5"8 3 29 4-5" ) 3 (r)3
) oo . (0 1 • fcS" G3 7 8 -5'4 3 9 a 7 a (0 ! a
1 2. S . 7 (0 • 80 • 78 98 ( 7 4 9 08 3 a 7 a
1 O O • 94 •97 • 9 5- ) 1 7 8 1 -S'e 9 >3 9 a7
1 T S" 1,10 1. 1 a. 1 . n 13 744 (^8 7 2- 45-8 1
2.00 1
.
a7 1 .z8 1. Z7 15" 7 oa 7 8 3-4- 5" a 3 <b
aa5" 1.43 1.4a n (0 7 1 SQ 3-5" -5-6 s
2.So 1 . 5"4 1. 5"9 I. S^(o 1 9 3 -5" 3 6)7 63^4 5"
o >1 XT*
1
. 7 a 1.75^ 1.73 a 1 -5"9 8 1 7 9 (0 7 19 3
3oo 1-88 1.91 1 • 8 9 Z 3-5" <k 2L 1(78) 73^5-4
3 ZsS" S.04 a.ofc 2, 05" a^-ra^- 1 a 7 (0 a 8^0 8
35-0 Z. 14- 2.za. a. 1
8
a7 4 89 13 7 4-4 9 1 (0-3
375- a.z9 a. 37 a. 33 294 5-a 1 4 7 a b 3 8 17
2.4(^ a. 53 2.49 3 1 4 1 l-5"7 08 1 47 a.
>1 '"5 C"
a, GO a.(o7 2. (^3 3 3 3 73 1 65(0 8 9 1 1 1 2. G
^.73" a,83 2.7 9 3 5" -3 4-3 1 7 (0 7 1 117 8 1
4- />y 2.9 1 2.93 a, 9 s 31 1 e (o-5"2. / 2.
^.07 3. w 3. 10 33 270 13 G 3 5^ 13030
3.a3 3.30 3.24= 4 I Z 33 aoG / G 1 3 7 44
a. 37 3.43- 34 1 43197 Z 1 5-98 1 43 95
3.-5") 3.(^0 3 .5" 5" 4-3~ 1 (= C3 2. a-5~3 / .5"0^-3
fcoo 3.73 3. (39 4-^ f 24 Z 3 3" 6= a. l5-7oa
(0-2.5 3-8^ 3,9o 3.85" 49087 Z4S-'43
3. 9 7 4. 0^ -5" 1 -5~ 1 1 7 i
LI S 4.0°) 4. Zo 4. 14 "S" 3 1 4 a fa js"o 7 1 7 7 1
I
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TABL^ I cont'd
PRESS
POUNDS
PEL
3Q. IN
Pen Travel.- Inches draw-Bar pull - Pounds
M EA N
PiST-QN Arela — Square incheis
1
loo 4. a7 4. 35" 4. 31 3'^S3l& 2.1A-Q3 le 3 z-S"
12.S 4.4-2- 4.49 4.4^ S(c. 9 4 1 2.e> ^ 1 18 9 8
l-5'o 4. 5-7 4. 63 4. foO Se 9 OS 23 4 >^ 2. ) 9 b 3 4
lis 4.18 4-. 74 30^34 2.0 2.89
800 4.8S 4. 88 4-. 8S G a 832. 2og4 3

EUGENE OIETZCCN CO., CHICAGO.
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Tas le n
Calibration Data for Draw-Bar Indicator a
300*SPRING 5ERIE:5 A
MARCH 17, )908 JAQUEIT ^ MUNG^R
PR £155. PEN Traveil - ( NJCHES Draw-Bar Pucl. - Pounds
Pounds
PER
SQ. IN.
MEAN
Piston Area - Square. iNicHEs
1
o
as A 3 J 5 IBGA- <o3^
50 ^8 ^ 4- 3927 /^(S 3 1 ^09
73 71 .6 9 29 4-5 1 9<S 3
( oo .Q9 ^927 ae I s
125 i.i a \.2 5 1.21 7 ^90 & 32 72
IBO \.39 \.5>0 \A-^ .^0 90 3927
175 \.61 \.7Z /3 74-4- G& 72
aoo {.92 2.0 a 1.9 7 73^4- 52 3e
aas Z.29 2.2 3 /y 67/ 5S- 90
a5o aA-o 2.52 2i^<S /^e3^ 93/7 (334-3
213 2.79 2.7^ 2/ ^00 /079 G 730
30O a.^2. 3.07 2.93 a33e2 // y<3/ 7<3 3 4-
3 26 3.1 7 3.2 B 3.23 23525 /2 7<£>2 ^3o&
350 3.^1 3.55^ 3.-4-3 27490 /374-4 ^ ( <3 3
375 3.64- 3.30 3.72 2g^^S>2 /4- 72G B& 17
^OO 4.02 3.97 31 ^1 G / ^ ya
^.22 ^.2 3 33 3 SO /e G ^0 // /aG
4-.^7 -3 53-^3 /y^ y/ //7S/
^75 '^.69 ^.7S 4-.73 373 G /3G:52. 7243 3
500 3.00 3 9.2 yo /.9 (S3>S /30SO
535 3.17 ^.27 5.2 2 ^\a3i3 a<^G/ <3 /3 y4-4-
350 5.51 ^3 /9 7
3.(05 0,6 9 1 GO 32 530 1 s>
GOO 3.0a. 5.9^ ^7/2^ a3 3 e 2 1 '5703
Ga5 G.I A- 6.10 G.I <S ^:^OS7 IG 3G2

KUCfNC DICTZCEN CO.. CHICAGO.
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Table: hi
Calibration Data for Draw- Bar Pull )kid.*2.
500* spring series b
APRIL IT, I90S JAQUEIT MUSJGER
PRESS.
POU N DS
PER
SQ .IN.
PEN TRAVEiL- Inches DRAW-BAR PUl_L_— POUMD^
^^^^
MEAN
Piston Are.a - Square: inched
'/z \ 1 >at
—
O o
25
.30 .as /^(S3 ^0 i
SO .eo (SQ
.6 4- 39Z7 \309
J91
.B<c> .93 ao^s
\oo I.SO \.aa 392.7
\2.5 1.^3 1.33. ^0/7 3272
ISO 1.3 1.3 5 1173/ SB ^0 39 2 7
\75 a.io a.i9 a.is /3 7^"^ Q>&7a
aoo a.50 a 4-3 r& 700 70^^ sz3e>
aa'5 a.3o a.7(i j7e 7/ 3 50 90
aao 3.03 3.10 3.0 e /9<b 3 5 9 3 1 7
a73 3.3 3 3f^3 3.3 8 0/ eoo 1 7.9 G 7 zoo
30O 3.G3 3.73 3.<o3 03 3<o 2 117 3/ 7^3 4-
3Z5 3.9 f ^.00 3.3 3 as sas / 2 -7 6 ^508
350 37^90 1-^7^^ 9l(b^
375 4'.ea ^.5 7 a9^5a 1^7 a ^ 93 J 7
^OO ^.33 f 4-.8 7 31 4-/ <& iS 7 (0 /O ^ 7a
4-25 5.10 5.a/ 3.15 33 30O { (h <h Q / / / a e
4-50 3.35 s.^a 3 S3 ^3 n <^7 \ // 7^/
B.&9 s.aa 37 3 0<i> 10 e&a
300 5.3 1 3.91 39 a 7 ^ / 9 e3 5 1 30 B
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::b^.:»;:::»8|!§s
ar.aaiBaaaSaSSiSSS
ar«aaaBBaaaaaBa|BBi
B-iBaaaBBBBaaaaallSL
'isSiiiHiiiiiiiss!!
EUGENE DIETZGEN CO.. CHICAGO.

a ntaiiiilllfiiiaaSSlaSaSaaiiBa
I
aaaa aaaaa aaaiiliiaiiMHfiiiiiaaaa aaaaaaiiaa
'
BBaaiBaBaBBBaiiiiaaiilfTlrnaiiaaaiaaaaaaaaa*BaaaaaaaaBBBailiaaiHi'i'JaiaiiaiBBBBBBsaaBBa
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—a u'l
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Table: 33:
Calibration Data for Draw-Bar Puli_ Ind. *a.
30O*'SPRlNG 5e:ric5 b
APRIL. )V,)308, JAQUEZTw- MUNGEIR
PR E55.
(-J \_) rs ^
PER
5Q. IN .
Pein Traveil- Inches Draw-Bar Pull.- Poumd^
Piston A reia - Square. IncHeis
'/2L 1
f «
) '/"a.
c~
• 4 . 5"0 J y to Q C> 1C3 1 Co ^
• y / J . - -J 33 13 3 ) 3 9
/ 1.43 1 .49 1 . 4G ^8 9 2 9 45" 1 9 3
1 1.93 2. 00 1 . 9 G 7 8 5-4 39 27 2 ^ 1 S
) 2. .43 2..S\ 2.47 9© 1 ^7 4 9 8 3 2.7 2.
1 ^0 2.. 9 5" 3- 00 Z.9 1 1178) 5'8 9 3 9 2-7
) 7 5" 3 - 40 3. SO 3. 4^ 13 7 4 4 G8 7 -2. 4-5-S 1
aoo 3. 94 3. 99 3.9G ) 8 78 5*4 ^2 3 4
4-. 4fo 4. 4<o 4. 4(^ I 7G, 7 1 S 8 3 5" ^8 9
^5o 4-. 3o 4.96 4. 94 1 9 t 35" a e 1 "7 ^ 5" 4- 5'
5". 44 sS'.4 5- 2 1 8 1 7 3 (0 -7199
;3oc 5". 8 Co 5". 8 Co a 3 3"<:= ^ 117 3 1 7 8-5'4-

I•I
I
I
IMB
IP'
I•r*
•iii'ir' jiw —
^
I'•&_»^^
1'i^^^^aa
I '.
I raa^ia^Bi
I•^i•
i;:::s:»a::::asSHs!8iHKt»iE»i!i8::»^^^
• uiiil
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Calibratiqn Data for Draw- Bar Pull Gage:
APR I L Z2, 1908 JAG? U EIT ^ M U N G El R
ACTUAL-
PRESSURE.
BY TEST-ELR
G A G El
READl NG
O O
25"
o o O . il, o
/ o / O . / O
1 o o 3 7 . o o
1 o C~
1 cL O 1 d c. . / o
I o O
) / o ( / . O CJ
2. OO 1 S 9 . 2. 5"
2. 1 4. ZnS"
Z 3 9 .
27 5" o o
J OO a9 o. o
o
O 2. 5" 3 1 5". So
3 4 3. oO
3 Cn Ca . OO
4oo ^ a 7 . 5~o
4 41 5-.
4- 'S'o 4 4 O. OO
4^5" 444 .
4 9 Q . OO
note: .
THE VALUES OF GAGE! READINGS USEID ABOVE ARE!
THE MEAN OFALL THOSE. OBTAINED SIMULTANEOUSLY
wixH the: two se:rie:5 of indicator calibrations.

GENE DICTZGEN CO., CHICAGO.
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"TABLE "SI
Calibration or Spe^p Recorder
MAYI9,l9oe. JAQUET-^ MUNGEIR
X
LOCATJON
OF
SECTION
1 I n
TO COVER
Q FT" T*l r»Kl
ON
SPEED NATURE OF
SPEiED curve:ACTUAL OR Dl MATE
M.P. sec
.
IKl.
cvJ
o
1
V-
y
h
Z
o
iL.
12 5.0 120 ri2 /<S.I3 CONSTANT
12 a.J lao 7.77 .3 7 CONSTANT
GO /5.7 6 .30 DETCR EASING.
120 1774- CO ^4STANT
114:/ 120 5./0 11.57 .3^ INCRELASING
(/O.O GO 2.90 .50 CO NSTANT
107.6 eo 5.2 G /4-^ CONSTANT
\0^.3 120 9.54- ai.G i /37 CONSTANT
rvj
h
LJ
h
Z
tr
II
(04.3 <hO 1 (.22 50.3 3.// INCRETASING
/0 5.3 (SO I/7S 53.25 3.2 (a CONSTANT
/074 35 G.0 5 4-1-05 3.9 G DECRE:A5)NG
\09.Z <oO 37.3 2.34 CON.STANT
mo (oO [0.75 3^01 jncre:as)Ng
23 3.0 ^44- CON-STANT
60 3.0 2.30 1 N C R e:A S 1 N G,
(SO 975 4-4-.4 2.7<^ CONSTANT
119.9 GO 9.G 45.5" 2.^7 \ ncre:a.6»ug
30 4-.\8> 2.37 INCRe:A31KG
(3 3.3 ^3o 4-.G7 4-2.3^ 2.G3 INCREASING
X BEIGINNING or SECTJOW

a•••••••I•••> •iiiHasaaiaB iii
'•• •>
B
§
i
M •••a IIII
•••a••liBBBaBaBaBBaBe-iBBBBBaBBaaBBBBBBBBaBBaaaBl
laaaBBaiBBBBiaaaiBB
BaaBaaBBBBBBBBBaaaBa
I
BBBaBBBBBa Baaaaaaaa;! I
aaBaBBaaaBBBasaaaaaa
aBBaaBaaaaBaBaBaaBBB BaaaaBaBBaaBaaBaaaBSBaa'
ii
s
a
BBBBBBBaaaiBBaBBI
BBBaaaBaiBaaBBBBBlaaalBi
BBiBBBaaBaaBBBBaaaBBBaai
aaaaaBaBaaaaaaaaiaaa BaaBaBBBBaaaaBBiii
BaaiaaBaBaaBaaaBaBaaaaaBiaBaBBaaasaBi
aBBaaaaaaBBBaaaBBBaaaaBBaBBaaaBaBBaaaaaaaa
aaaaaBaaaaaBaaaaaaaaaaaBBaaaBaaaaaaaBaBaaa
, aaaaaBaaaiaBaaaaaaaaaaasaaaBBiaaaaaBaBiBaf
I aaaaa aaaaa aaaaBBBaaa aaaaa aaBaaaaaaBaaBBa Bi.laaaaaaBaBBiiBBBBBaaBaaaaBaaaiBBaaaaaBaaaaa:
iaaBaBaaaaaBBBaaaaaaBBaaaaaaaaa aaaaaaaBi
'-asaaBBBBaaBBaaaaaBBBBBaaaBBaiSaBBBBBgi
.
-aiBaaBaaaaaaaaaiaaaBBBBBBBaBBBiBaBBBaf|aaaBBBaaaaBaaaaiaaBaaaBaaBBaaBBiaBtB|B[
I BBiaaaaBaBaaaBBaaaaa BBBBaBaaaa aaaEBBBauiBaaaaBaBBBaaBBaBaaaaaaaBaaaBBBBBaiaBBBai|BiB|iiaaaBBBBBaaaBaaBaaaaBBiaaaiiiaBa|B
" " BafiBBiBaaaBiaaiBBaaaBBBBBaair''-'
Bass aaaiaaaBBlaaBBaaaBBaaaBBaii
aaa aaaBaaaaaa BaaaaBBBBl Baiaaai
IBBB aaaaa aaaaa aaaaa aai
I «aaaa aaaaa aaaaa I
I aaaBB aaaaa aaaa
—
- ^B §BBaaBaBBBBBBBBBBaBBaBlaBaaBaaBaBBBaaaaiia aBaaaaaaBBaaBBaaaaaa
aai
Ul
iaaaBBaBBa BBBaaaBaaa
aBaiiaaBBBaaaaiaaaa
niaaa aaaaa BI^ aaaaaaaBal
laBaBaaaaaaaaaa I
'BBBaBBBBaaaBa
laBBB
I BaaaBaBaaBBaBBBBBBB aaaai
I aaaaaaaaaa aaa
I aaaaBBBaaa aaalaBBBBaaBaaaaa
I aaaaa BBBBB aaaai
SBBBBB aaaBaaaaaa aBsBBBBBaBaaaBaaaaaB
I
BBaaiBBBaaaBaaBBaaaBeaBBBaaaaaaaBaB
aaanaBBaBBBBBaaaaaBaaa aaaaaBBaBBaaBBBBBBaa
aaaaaaaaaa aaaBaaaBBBaaaaBBBaaa
BBBBaaaaaa BBaaBBaBaaaBaBBaaaaB
BBBBB BBBBaaaaaaaBBBaaaaaa
IBBaaaaaaaaaa I
aaaaBaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaBBaaaaflBBaaBial
BaaBBBBBaBBaaaBaaBBaBaaBaaaaaa aaaai ai
aasaaaaaaBBBaBBBaaaiaaBlaaBiaaiBaiiij
aBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBiBBi BiaBBBaaiiaaiilk
I aaaBBBaaaaaaaaaaBBBBBaBBBBBaaBBaaBBBaaaa aaaaBBBaaa BaaaaaBBBB BBBBBaaBaaBBBBBBBBaa
1 BaaBaaaBBaanaaaiiaaa aaiaaBBar-BBBiBiBaai aaiaaBaaaa «aBaaai>Baa aaBaaaBaaa aaaaBaaaaa IsUbbb faiBaaa'^aaaauaiaaBi Br.aaaBaaB .< aBB''iB>'.aaaa a'sasaaaaa aaaaaBaaBB I=
— —'^W.f—azmm-4mmm-t'nf^miu»£mpm»t:.M jr.m laaaaaa I
ai"ia«>.a'.<aBB'^a'^r'4BaBr^aaB^r'r j'^aa'aaaaaaa |
I aaBBaaaaaa aaaaeaaaa
I aBaaaaaaSaaaaBBBai
I aaaaa aaaaa Baaaaaalaaaaaai
Iraar -
aaaaa aaaaa BBBBB aaaaaaaaai
.aaaBaaaBBBafiaaBaBaaBBir-
BaBiaBBaBaaBBBlBB Baaaaaaii
BaiaBiBaaaBBalaa iaaBair-
B a a B BBB BBaiaaaaBaaiii
BBBBaaBaaaasiBB aiaaaaiaaiaBn
. liBaiaBaaaaBaBaBiaaaaaaBaaMa
iBBBBa asB aBaaB BBB aaBiBBaBaalBBBBBBaBBaBaBBaBBaBBBBBiBBaiaaiBaai
BBasBBBBBa BBBaBaBBaB BaBaBaBBaBBaaaaj
aBaaaaBBaBaaaaBaiBBaBBaaaiaaaaBaaaii
aaBaaaaBBS Baaaaaaiaa aaaaaaaBaaaaaail
aaaaaaaalaBBBaaaa
I aaaaBBaaBBaaaaaasBBB BaaaBBBaaaaaaaaBa
i aaaaaaaaaaiaaaiaiBBaaBaBBBBaBaaaaii|
I aaaBaaaBaaaiaaaaaaaB BaBBaBaaBaaiaaaB
I BaaaBBaBaaaaBBaBaaBiBBBBBBaaar
I BaBBaBBaaaaaaaaBaaBaaaBaaaaaai
I aBaBBBaaaaBBaBBBBSBaBaBBBBBaBBaB
I aaaBBaBBaaaaaiiiaBBB r
I aaBaaaaBBaaaaiaiiaaai
•aaaaaaaaaaBiaai
• aaaaaaaaaaiiiaai
la. ".V* aaalaaBBBBBBlaBaiaaaa ^ ^ „laaBBBaBBaaaaaalaaala aaa
I aaaaa aaaaa aaaaaUaai aaa
I BaBBBBaaaa BaBaBaaaaa bbb
aaaaaB aBaaaaaaaa iii
'aaaa|BBi|iBB|ai • laaaBagBieniaaHiCBHHaaaiaBBBBaBBaaBaBaBBBaBBBBBaBaBaaBaBBBaaBaaBaBaa I
»:a;a|iS||3im
aiaaaiaaaiiiiliiliiiiiiiaaaiBi BBBBBBBaaBBiiBaBaaBiaaBBBBBaaB BBBBBBaaaa BaBBaBaBaBaaaraaraaa
laBaBaBBBBBBaBBBBBB aaaaaBaaaa aaaaaaBaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaa BaaaaaBBaaaaBaBBBaBBBBBBaaaaaBBBBr .'-^aaaaBBnaBBaBiBaaaBaaaaa BBaaaaaaBa BBBaaBaaaa aaak ^saaaa I
aaWBiiBgiaBaaBBaaaaaBBaaaaBBaaBaBaaaaaa av«aaaaaa|laBaaaiaaaBBBaaaiaaBaBBaaBaaaBBBBaBaaaaaaa - '.aaaaBaa-
'
liiBaiiaaaaa BBBaiaaaBa BaaBaaaaaB aaaaBaaBaB .aaiaiaaa
I aaaaBaaaaa aaaBaaaaaa aaaaaaaaBB aaaaaaaaaa aaaa
I aaaaaaBBB aaaBaaaaaa BaaaaBaBBaBBaBBBr'
I aaaaaaaaaa aiaaaaaaBa •aBaaaBBaiaaaBaBilaBaaaaaaaaaiaaaaaaai
I aaaaaaiaBBBaiaiaar»^
aaaai
BBB* I
aaaaa
-BBBBBBaBBaaBBB aaaaBaaaaa aaaaaaaaaa
aBBaBBBBaaaaaaBaaaaBsaaaa aaaaaaaaaa
Baaaa BaaaaaBBBB aaaaaBBBaaaaBBaBa'aa
]
BBBBBBBBBBBBa' < Ta iBBaBBaaaaiBBBa
^aaBBaBaaaviaaa
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TABLE YL.
Calibration Data for H .R Rezcordetr
MAY ao, 1908- JAQU e:T£«- MUN&ER
X
LOCn riON
Of
Section
Speie: D Draw-Bar Pull. Horse-Power
Ordinate
1 fvf
1 IS .
ACTUAL.
SPEED
M.R H-
ORDINATE
IN .
ACTUAL
PRAW-BAR PULL
^\o r\ f k fOrcLl 1 N/\rE
I N .
ACTUAL
H-P.
z
p
i
in
T
^
£ o
Z
1 2. 5".
• ( u It. 1 2 . oy It sroo "7 04,
1 . 97 23.8 I. 90 IS" 1 CO • 8 O
1 e 0.7 • So 16,.
4
1.8^ 14-800
. (ol G 4 6=
1 )7. 4 17. 3 I- 94 1 5'4>5-0 . 7-5 7 I 1
1145 • 3 C 1Z,8 2 7 2 1 5"oo . 47 73
1 lO, o 1 2..^ 3. oo 2 3 7v5"0 7 8 4
10-7.3 1 2. 1 O O LIS" ^ ^.G
I 04-. Co 1- 3T zi. 4 2. 6,5 2. J o CO 1-72. ) 1 9 -5"
z
£
z
6
cu
cvJ o
2
1 Si
u
f <
Q
z
3.11 n5o. I . (a O .73' 340
103". 2.5- 3. 2G >5'2,7 . SS' 24 7^ • G^ O ^4^
47, C>
. So 22O0 - 45 27 S
109 . S e. 34 37 .4
. 8o 33 oo . 80 3 28
t 1 1 . O 3. oi 48. -S . 5-8 2. 5*0 - (ol 3 -2.3
1 1 2,.
7
^4.-2, .49 2 \ 2.-5"
. 39 v3 1
11^.
S
3^.8 -74 3o5"0
- 7 1 ^^8
1 IG . 1 44. S- - S3 - 302.
\ 2.0.0 41. a • 37 1 G> 2.6"
.
85-
1 2.3.^ 2. :i7 38.0 • Sc. 33 o o 1 .07 334
42..
4
. c^s 27 25- 1 .
X Bezoinning or ^ECTJOK
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III. Tests .
The following road tests were run previous to May 16 of this
year. All of these were run on the line of the Illinois Central.
The results of these tests have not heen calculated as yet, "but
all data pertaining to them may he found in the "Test Data" files
of the Railway Engineering Department of the Unirersity. A hrief
summary of these tests is given on the following pages.
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S - 100 7 April 3, 1908.
Purpose - "Breaking in" instruments.
Preight train - Extra 917 south.
Engine 917.
Champaign to Mattoon.
Train not weighed.
S - 1008 . April 3, 1908.
Purpose - "Breaking in " instruments.
Freight train - Extra 920 north.
Engine 920.
Itottoon to Champaign.
Train not v7eighed.
S - 1009 April 8, 1908.
Purpose - train resistance test with freight train.
Freight train - Extra 719 north.
Engine 719.
Champaign to Gilraan.
Train weight - 2134 tons including test car 17.
Ho. of cars - 66. Loads - 47. Empties - 19.
S - 1010 April 8, 1908.
Purpose - train resistance test with freight train.
Freight train - Extra 723 south.
Engine 723.
Gilraan to Champaign.
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Billed train v/eigiit - 1744 tons, excluding 17.
No. of cars - 66. Loads - 6. Empties - 60.
S - 1011 April 20, 1908.
Purpose - train resistance vvith freiglit train.
Freight train - Extra 818 south.
Engine 818.
Champaign to Mattoon.
Thrain weight - 1927, including test car 17.
¥0. of cars - 88. Loads - 22. Empties - 66.
S- 1012 April 20, 1908.
Purpose - train resistance test with passenger train.
Engine 2202.
Passenger train 24.
Mattoon to Champaign.
Ho. of cars - 5 excluding test car 17.
The tests S - 1013 to S - 1018 were a series of pulling tests
made at the request of the Illinois Central authorities. Tests
S - 1013 and 1014 were run with a freight engine 940 equipped
with the Alfree - Hubble mlve gear. S - 1015 was run with an
engine of the same class 921, equipped with piston valves. Tests
S - 1017 and S - 1018 were run with another engine of the same
class 920, also equipped with piston valves. The north-bound tests
were made with trains as nearly alike as possible and about 300
tons over the rating of this class of engine, in order to obtain
data for a comparison of the types of valves used. In tests 1013,
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1014, 1017 and 1018, complete locoinotiYe tests^with the exception
of coal.v/ere made, in order to aid in this comparison.
Test 1016 was run with a smaller engine 581, pulling a train
of empty coal cars. This was done in order to oTDtain an idea of
the num'ber of these cars that could he handled hy this class of
engine.
S - 1015 April 27, 1908.
Freight train - Extra 940 notth.
Engine 940 - Alfree - Euhhle valTes.
Champaign to Chicago.
Train weight - 2549 tons, including test car 17.
No. of cars - 67. Loads - 57. iknpties - 10.
S - 1014 April 28, 1908.
Freight train - Extra 940 south.
Engine 940.
Chicago to Champaign.
Train weight - 1272 tons, including test car 17.
¥o. of cars - 38. Loads - 20. Empties - 18.
"Dead locoraotiTes - 2.
S - 1015 April 29, 1908.
Freight train - Extra 921 north.
Engine 921 - Piston valres.
Champaign to Chicago.
Train weight - 2489, excluding test car 17.
No. of cars - 69. Loads - 61. Empties - 8.
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S - 1016 April 30, 1908.
Freight train - Extra 581 soutii.
Engine - 581.
Chicago to Champaign.
Train weight - 1161 tons, including test car 17.
No. of cars - 72. Loads - 0. Etopties - 72.
S - 1017 May 1, 1908.
Freight train - Extra 92L north.
Engine 920 - Piston valres.
Champaign to Chicago.
Train weight - 2532 tons, excluding 17.
Ho. of cars - 66. Loads - 53. Empties - 13.
S " 1018 . May 2, 1908.
Freight train - Extra 920 south.
Engine 920.
Chicago to Champaign.
Train weight - 1353 tons, including 17.
Ho. of cars - 49. Loads - 15. Empties - 34.
"Dead" locomotives - 2.
S - 1019 May 9, 1908.
Purpose - Train resistance test on freight train.
Freight train - Extra 760 south.
Engine 760.
Train weight - 1572 tons, excluding 17.
Fo. of cars - 89. Loads - 14. Empties - 75.
I
Cliampaign to Mattoon.
S - 1020 May 9, 1908.
Purpose - train resistance test on passenger train.
Passenger train 24.
Engine 2044.
No. of cars - 5, including 17.
Mattoon to Cliampaign.
S - 1021 May 13, 1908.
Purpose - train resistance test on freight train.
Freight train - 940 north.
Engine 940.
Train weight - 2821 tons, including 17.
¥o. of cars - 61.
Champaign to Paxton.
S - ,1022- ^^ay 13 » 1908.
Purpose - train resistance test on passenger train.
Passenger train 23.
Engine 1906.
Ko. of cars - 4, including 17.
Paxton to Champaign.

